
JCR Meeting 1.1 Agenda

Attendance: KM (President), TA (FCO), AB (VP), OS (Social Chair), ML
(Outreach Chair), LM (Senior Welfare), EL (Sports and Socs Chair), JS (PGM
President), AF (Publicity Officer), DB (Development Officer), MA (SU Rep),
DS (Facilities Manager), SS (SwD Rep), SMu (WCS Rep), LJ (LGBTQ+ Rep),
JV (Trustee), CF (Trustee), SB (Trustee), DM (Male Welfare), MS (Welfare
Officer), MP (Female Welfare Officer), BC (Fashion Show President), GM
(Bailey Wardrobe Manager), MB (SRO), NH (Communities Chair, POC Rep),
DM (Music Rep), SL (International Rep), CZ (Assistant International Rep)

Apologies: CG (Librarian), ABr (Head Frep)

Absent:

Location: Bailey Bar

Reports

Motions
PGM President on Communities Committee

Outreach Committee Restructure

SwD Fund

Social Committee Restructure

Presidential Inaugural Address

Elections
JCR Chair (I)

Formals Manager (II)

Michaelmas Ball Manager (II)
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Stool (II)

JRO x3 (II)

SU Committee Member x3 (II)

Reports
KM (President)

● Met with every Exec member and a fair few JCR officers to discuss plans and goals
for three year - exciting stuff in the works

● Freshers’ week happened! No rise in the wristband price this year, frep stash remained
free (! - also helped other JCRs make their frep stash free!! ), Cuth’s returned to the
prince bishop, more ents than ever before, varied up the community committee rep
events so they weren’t all coffee mornings, my speech at the calman went v well

● Managed to sell gowns to John Snow and made 3k which went towards the frep stash
and the remainder is going to help subsidise Michaelmas ball

● Michaelmas ball is booked and in the works! Worked with Liv to find venues but the
only affordable venue atm is Beamish so make sure you’re free on November 29th

● Also booking Summer ball venue next week - booking further in advance means
lower venue and marquee costs !!

● Got the freshers formals moved out of freshers week so they’re all happening this
week, worked with Lukie to try get college to listen to us and avoid gendered
language in their formal wear guidance

● Got college to agree to 2 JCR formals this term !! Stay tuned for bigger and better
formals, hoping for better themes and less stuffy in general - brainstorming with
college how to make them more financially accessible given the new bar prices and
formal prices, potentially a wine cellar in the works so no more £13.50 wine

● Working with Liv on the return of Oktoberfest - beer steins in the works…
● Had the first EDI Committee with college and communities committee - ongoing

conversation around the importance of pronouns in college communications
● The Alumni weekend happened, not in the way I wanted it to ngl but with numbers I

wasn’t given a choice. Think people still had a good time though tbf and have been
discussing with Tammi how we get better alumni engagement and what to change for
the one we’re planning in July

● Cost of Living - been sat on the university working group and that has been surprising
productive and the uni have been surprisingly receptive to ideas, have got Cuths on
TooGoodToGo which I’m gassed about, breakfast clubs set up across the uni as well
as microwaves etc accessible at more points across campus, huuuuge progress on the
Durham grant with the baseline for those receiving the maximum increased from
24k-30k and then every level of the Durham grant has been increased. Have also set
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up a working group within Cuth’s to see how we can help the Cuth’s community - a
survey will be going out this week and any and all feedback will be greatly
appreciated!

● Spiking - I’m sat on the University’s spiking working group and got the University to
purchase nightcaps for every incoming student, unfortunately they didn’t arrive in
time but as soon as they do I’ll be doing collection slots. Have also redesigned and
refined the university communications because some of it was questionable :/

● Still negotiating the Service Level Agreement and License to Occupy with the
University- I think I’m the 5th president now working on these and I think that says
enough about how slow the university is with this

● Been working on a lot of policy and strategy stuff  like rewriting the operating
framework, rewriting the President and FCO job descriptions, writing the pizza bar
business case and have written the outline of the JCR strategy and decided on the
Action Points for Officers and Trustees, hoping the first draft will be complete by the
end of term

TAF (FCO)

● For sports and societies:
○ Set up treasurer training for sports and societies exec members
○ Wrote finance and budgeting handbooks for treasurers
○ Ratified budgets for sports that had not submitted a budget last academic year

● Facilities
○ Ordered a new silent disco system, including 400 new headsets
○ Ordered a football table and a tennis table for the new building in Brooks
○ Compiled a list of gym equipment, used to facilitate the move of the gyms to

the new gym in Brooks
● Insurance

○ Negotiated with Endsleigh Insurance to include off-campus fundraising events
(like our balls) in our public liability insurance

○ Working with other colleges’ FCOs and FACSOs to set up a Cuth’s asset
register and determine what assets need insurance

● Indy Treasurer Committee
○ Set up a committee for all independent FCOs/FACSOs to discuss and compare

financial ideas and systems we use
● Reclaims system

○ Set up a new reclaims system on https://cuths.com/reclaims/ so that the form
can be submitted online, rather than via email

○ Included an updated FAQ section on the reclaims page to answer any potential
queries

● Freshers’ week
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○ Worked with the university to set up the e-commerce portal and the optional
charges system for sale of the JCR levy and Freshers week wristbands

○ Set up levy instalments for students who did not want to pay the levy in a
lump sum

○ Managed levy and wristband sales on the carousel for freshers arrivals
● Accountants:

○ Met with our accountants, Ribchesters, to discuss the internal examination of
our accounts

○ Specifically, discussing and preparing for how VAT registering in the near
future will influence the JCR's operations

● Board of Trustees
○ Working with the trustees to source financial and GDPR training for the FCO
○ Have set up weekly meetings with the trustee Greg-Kyle Langley to ensure the

FCO is provided with more guidance and oversight
○ Reconsidering how the position of FCO can be better defined in the standing

orders
○ Researching platforms with policy templates to regulate our policies

● Financial Committee
○ Opened applications for FiComm (open until Sunday the 9th!)
○ Attended the Freshers Fair to promote the committee

● Durham University finance
○ Discussing payroll of the sabbatical positions with the university
○ Paid overdue invoices

AB (Vice-President)

● Spent most of the summer putting together the handbook which quite simply took
up all of my time

● Supported KM in getting the year started up
● Also supported OS in sorting out supplies for freshers week and teaching thee

freps how to mix paint to make green.
● Helped organise the events for the marginalised group reps during freshers week.
● Helped out with the open days and also frepped, which as we know was very time

consuming. Helped out by supporting ABr, OS and KM in making sure everything
ran smoothly.

● I’ve been involved in the Cuth’s working group for the cost of living crisis and we
are in the midst of discussing a survey and making sure it is sensitive to the current
situation.

● I attended two Communities Committee meetings, wrote up the minutes for the
first welfare committee meeting and I'm in the process of uploading the minutes
for the first exec meeting of the year. Minutes are coming out slowly because
frepping took up all my time and my laptop broke for two weeks, which was sad.
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● Starting to support other JCR Exec and officers in getting their committees
together, looking at Tech Chair applications with DS for example.

AF (Publicity Officer)

● Helped design, then ordered all of the Freshers and Frep stash (Tshirts, White
Tshirts, Frep Jumpers and Tshirts as well as a set of Tshirts for college officers)

● Currently working on some exec stash.
● Organising the Michaelmas Stash drop - keep your eye out for when the store

opens!
● Made and posted intros for the JCR Officers, put together some freshers week

content.

● Kept stories updated throughout freshers week Updated the Linktree - got as many
links as possible in the JCR bio (have a look there for links to welfare, to pay the
Levy, join sports and socs Facebook groups, and sign up for committees)

● Helped make sure everyone emails and passwords are working, changed details
post-handovers.

● Have a long list of things that need sorting with the website, have started to update
small things but WordPress scares me slightly.

● Will be looking for a webmaster! If you're interested please let me know and keep
your eve out for the application!

ML (Outreach Chair)

Over the Summer Outreach has:
● Written and sent out applications for 2022/23 Committee
● Written a motion to restructure the Outreach Committee and redefine the role of the

Outreach committee in Cuths
● Spoken to local charities around Durham about potential partnerships in fundraising

events and volunteering projects
● Spoken to other committee and society exec members about potential collaborations

on projects
● Started to look at dates and events for 12 days of Outreach

Still to come this year in Outreach:
● New events for 12 days of Outreach, as well as the return of some of the popular

events from last year
● Select a new Outreach committee for 2022/23
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● Work to increase the number of volunteering opportunities available to Cuth’s
students throughout the year

● Set up some combined campaigns with Welfare and Communities committee

LM (Senior Welfare Officer)

● Massive thank you to Martha, Daniel and Matty for doing an absolutely amazing job
during fresher’s week, couldn’t have done it without them, big love to the gang

● Massive thanks to Luke, Dite, Ciaran, Catherine, Olivia, Sophie, MK, Dylan, Martha,
Daniel and Matty for facilitating consent workshops - nothing but positive feedback.

● Had lots of fun on the best frep team - love you Katie Hand x
● Delivered 13 consent workshops with overall amazing feedback - will be arranging a

few more due to timetabling issues.
● Huge shoutout to all the freps - everyone worked so hard and the work you all did

didn’t go unnoticed, especially on the ground level - you are very much appreciated!
● Reformed the consent workshops to include a basic sex education and was praised

highly by the University SMV department - asked to circulate Cuth’s consent
workshops amongst other SWO and central Uni!

● Spent far too much on condoms, lube, chocolates etc but organised over 500 fresher’s
consent packs

● Despite many a space issue, welfare corner at the bar night events was over all a
success with lots of tea consumed and lots of bread handed to freps/fresh!

● Ran a small freshers week campaign that covered topics such as how to get support
and drugs

● Opened welfare campaigns applications - please apply!
● Welfare Q&A on Instagram
● Created the welfare timetable
● Spent far too much time on canva and rinsed the FCO’s free printing
● Curated and facilitated the training for all marginalised group reps to hold drop-ins
● Chaired a very productive welfare committee meeting
● Organised drop-in swaps with Collingwood and Stevo
● Helped expand sexual health supplies at some of the Hill Colleges
● Met with Lydia to discuss expanding the welcome drink talks to include a prevention

of SMV instances at socials
● Done lots of planning with Lydia for future campaigns and expanding student support

at college
● Met with the bar stewards to discuss expanding menstrual supplies and sexual health

supplies at the bailey bar - looking into a vending machine!
● Sat on the Bar interviews and added questions about EDI and spiking

OS (Social Chair)
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● Organised the Club events for Freshers
● Worked with Kirstin to plan and organise the evening activities at both Brooks and

Bailey for all the nights of Freshers
● Worked with Alice to organise the Frep Socials and bought everything we needed for

prep week to ensure we could start as smoothly as possible
● Booked the boat party and organised for rotate to DJ the event
● Organised the ents side of Freshtival by booking face painting, bouncy castle and

pizza company that made fresh pizza for the Fresher’s (and Freps)
● Finalising Social Comm applications that will be open tomorrow and getting ready to

form the new committee
● Starting to organise Oktoberfest by looking at getting beer steins for all attendees, free

food like last year and hopefully ending the night with a silent disco
● Waiting for confirmation of the new brooks JCR and potentially holding Oktoberfest

there so more people can attend
● Working on the preliminary planning of Michaelmas Ball so when the committee is

formed and ball manager elected, we can start planning properly

JS (PGM President)

●   Ran PG freshers week, big thanks to the PG Freps and Steph the international rep for
being so iconic.

● Sat on working groups for the student support review, harm reduction
● Wrote the PG handbook
● Worked with the SCR to host our first research event of the year
● Working with college to create a research event schedule for the year

EL (Sports and Socs Chair)

● Throughout summer I have:
● Collated and organised all in one place the presidents of societies and clubs
● Met with Team Durham and other SSO to discus what to expect fro Team Durham

through the year as well as talking about pitch bookings - requested womens and
mens rugby bookings were back to back to allow the mens team to help train the
womens

● Created a social media presence on the team cuths instagram by creating posts
introducing sports and societies, the following and outreach has increased.

● Reorganised with new photos the JCR boards showcasing sports, societies and
committees.

● Organised a small taster session day during freshers.
● Organised and ratified budgets with the FCO.
● Updated and added new sports and societies on the cuths JCR website.
● Created a QR code linked to a list of facebook groups to each sport and society,

increasing accessibility.
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● Finally organised the cuths freshers fair in which the turnout, considering external
events, was generally seen as good.

DB (Development Officer)

● Did open days and frepped (fell asleep outside of Wiff Waff)
● Organised Parents’ Evening! Painstakingly paired nearly 400 people and made sure the

whole night went smoothly which, besides for some no-shows, I think it did! PG parents’
evening will be next week too

● Liaised with the Alumni Association Chair, will be attending the AGM so got some plans
in the works with them, watch this space

● Prepared two guidebooks on interviews and CV writing which I’m hopefully uploading
on cuths.com asap, working on one with the YA rep on years abroad so we shall see

● Interviewing alumni in preparation of some campaigns on careers that aren’t just law and
finance so anticipate that, a couple are interested in coming back so will form part of the
Careers Panels later on in the year

● Organising a talk and bringing back the ‘Difficult Dialogues’ series from a few years ago,
details of first talk will be out very soon. Also hoping to launch ‘Cuth’s Colloquium’ and
need to iron out the details with that

● Done some one-on-one careers support via emails

MA (SU-Rep)

● I have finished the Livers out handbook and will be posting soon hopefully so
have a look at that if you’re interested.

● I have been involved with the Cuths working group for the Cost of Living Crisis to
set up a survey and hopefully some great ways to support students through this.

● I’m working with Kirstin on possibly getting Drug Testing kits and how to support
students surrounding drugs and harm reduction.

● I am attending a housing training next week so I can provide a good housing talk
early in term.

● Became a student trustee so am looking forward to working with the trustees and
being able to be a link between the Exec and JCR and the Trustees.

● Currently preparing to run in the SU assembly to become the Cuths SU rep there
so hopefully that goes well!

CG (Librarian)

● I've been working on getting the library open on the 11th of October, this also includes
the reopening of the reading room

● I've been creating zoning areas for the library to create quiet and group study areas
● I've made a guide to the library for incoming freshers, and I've been sorting out a way

to Ensure the smooth running of the library with volunteers
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● I've created a list of books to be ordered for each subject and created a plan to ensure
the library has a wider range of texts

● I’m subscribing to newsletters, academic websites, and e-magazines to enhance
student academia

● I've been looking at repainting and redecorating the library, with updates to the coffee
station

● I'm planning guest speakers and socials for the first term that all students can attend
● Finally, I'm ensuring the library has a student-focused approach through suggestion

areas and improving social media presence

DS (Facilities Manager)

● I arranged several tech set ups throughout the events in freshers week.
Implemented the full light, sound and staging rig available in the JCR green
machine for the bands in the dining hall. Big thanks to our amazing freps for all
the helping hands! Now aware of the additions we could make to our college tech
in order to run events even more efficiently in the future.

● Got confirmation from the trustees for the purchase of the new silent disco
headphones. The rechargeable LED element means we can always be 100% sure
that we will have a fully charged silent disco with no batteries dying half way
through the night. Multiple hires as well as an in house disco were successful in
freshers week with the new headphones.

● I liased with Thalia to purchase communal games tables for our new Brooks JCR
such as a football table and have also made an inquiry into a vending machine.

● I am in the process of attempting to move our weights gym over to Parsons Field
in order to utilise our new Brooks JCR build.

ABr (Head Frep)

● ran interviews in june with liv and kirstin
● planned prep over the summer
● prep week went well with all teams painting banners, preppering for their events and

doing all the training, all of which were in person this year
● freshers week went well with club nights running smoothly
● got covid

NH (Communities Chair)

LGBTQ+ Rep
● Had meetings with Jon, Tammi and Lydia, alongside kirsten, jack, sal and mk-

discussing misgendering, deadnaming, a lack of apologies, self-correction and
impactful change by college management and staff.
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● The transphobic and unsupportive attitudes perpetuated by college were
challenged, and a further meeting is on wednesday to discuss trans awareness
training, donation to Gender expression fund, among other things.

POC Rep
● Ran Antiracism Workshop for incoming freshers
● Held Welfare drop ins for freshers
● Met with College leadership regarding use of a slur in the Active Bystander

training. Pushed for better vetting of speakers, regular antiracism training for
staff, and more inclusive college events.

SWD Rep
● Gave a talk at the Induction Programme for Autistic Students
● Worked with Thalia to set up an SwD fund
● Liaised with stakeholders regarding SwD issues during move ins
● Completed a drop in during Freshers
● Answered misc. SwD related queries from students
● Sat on the Communities Committee table during Sports and Societies day

SL (International Rep)

● International freshers went relatively well but it was overwhelming for one person to
organise and run

● Combining PG/International events was a good idea and having Jack/the PG frep
team was really helpful while also participating in prep week

● After these two weeks, I am determined to change the organisation of international
freshers so that the future international rep gets the help they need

● Looking forward, Nadia and I are looking to make a public events/campaigns
calendar

● I am also putting the committee applications out this week so that we can finally talk
about restructuring and changing the organisation of the international community at
Cuths

JV (Vice-Chair of Student Trustees)

● July Board Meeting- Discussed the new Service Level Agreement with the University
and License to Occupy and went over the accounts for the previous year

● New Trustees- Sam Bache, Cam Frazer, Joe Verdin, Tom Coker (external)
● Nominations Chair (Cam) has been working on recruiting two more external trustees
● Upcoming Board Meeting on the 8th October
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Motions
PGM Pres on Communities

This JCR notes:
● The PGM President does not sit on Communities Comm
● There is no direct representation on Communities Committee for postgraduates or

mature students

This JCR believes:
● Postgraduates and mature students who are apart of the minority groups deserve equal

representation, and the PGM President is best suited to ensure the discussions are
inclusive of postgraduates and mature students

● The addition of the PGM President to Communities Comm will further facilitate the
integration of postgraduates and mature students into our community

This JCR mandates:
● The JCR chair to update the standing orders to reflect the addition of the PGM

President to Communities Committee

Proposer: KM
Seconder: AB

*No questions*

*No Amendments*

Motion passed on a General Aye.

Outreach Comm Restructure

This JCR Notes:

● Outreach Committee consists of two main branches: Volunteering and Fundraising
● The current structure of the committee does not facilitate for enough time and

resources to be dedicated to each branch
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● Cuths Outreach has not worked with DUCK for several year
● Publications and communications will be much more efficient if consolidated into one

role

This JCR Believes

● Having sub-committees within Outreach will allow for the committee to devote the
required time and resources that each branch deserves

● Splitting the committee into sub-committees will facilitate more volunteering
opportunities as well as more opportunities to get involved in fundraising

● Working of independently of DUCK will be of benefit to the Outreach chair and the
committee, and ultimately the society

This JCR Repeals

9. Outreach Committee

This JCR orders

There shall exist an Outreach Committee whose purpose and responsibilities shall be
to:

1) Establish, oversee and promote volunteering opportunities independently
within the Society

2) Fundraise for and showcase local charitable organisations, as well as
national and international charities

3) Promote and encourage involvement in wider university volunteering
opportunities

4) Plan and execute fundraising and charity events throughout the academic
year

The Outreach Committee shall consist of 2 sub-committees with the following titles
and responsibilities:

1) Outreach Fundraising Committee
- Fundraise for and showcase local charitable organisations, as well as

national and international charities
- Plan and execute fundraising and charity events throughout the

academic year

2) Outreach Volunteering Committee
- Establish, oversee and promote volunteering opportunities

independently within the Society
- Promote and encourage involvement in wider university volunteering

opportunities
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Both sub-committees will be called by the Outreach chair

Both shall be chaired by the Outreach Chair and minuted by the Vice-President.

Both sub-committees shall meet together as one committee at least twice per term

The sub-committees shall meet individually at least once per term

The sub-committees shall consist of the following members:

1) Fundraising committee
- Outreach Chair
- President of the society
- Vice-President
- Outreach Publicity Officer
- Events Manager
- 3 x Outreach fundraising committee members

2) Volunteering committee
- Outreach Chair
- President of the society
- Vice-President
- Outreach Publicity Officer
- Project Coordinator
- Volunteer  Representative
- 2 x Outreach volunteering committee members

Fundraising Representative

Elected via: Method III.

Their duties shall be to:

1) Stay informed about charity fundraising events within Cuths, the university,
and wider local area around

2) Communicate with other fundraising representatives at other colleges to
promote fundraising events to encourage collaborative projects and events

3) Feedback to Outreach Committee about progress with Society fundraising
events, and university-wide fundraising events

The overseer for this role shall be the Outreach Chair.

Outreach Publicity Officer

Elected via: Method III.
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Their duties shall be to:

1) Aid the Outreach Chair with a focus on advertising volunteering
opportunities and college fundraising and charity events, and

2) Keep the Outreach Committee Facebook page up to date.

The overseer for this position shall be the Outreach Chair.

Events Manager

Elected via: Method III.

Their duties shall be to:

1) Aid the Outreach Chair with a focus on organising and planning
fundraising events within college, and

2) Aid the planning and execution of fundraising events.

The overseer for this position shall be the Outreach Chair.

Project Coordinator

Elected via: Method III.

Their duties shall be to:

1) Aid the Outreach Chair with a focus on the establishment and maintenance
of volunteering opportunities and projects within college, and

2) Work towards the creation of new volunteering projects within college, i.e.
investigating the logistics of ideas presented in Outreach Meetings.

The overseer for this position shall be the Outreach Chair.

Volunteer Representative

Elected via: Method III.

Their duties shall be to:

1) Oversee the management of volunteers within the Society

2) Coordinate with other organisations that provide volunteering
opportunities and liaise with the project coordinator or any relevant party, to
manage volunteers

The overseer for this position shall be the Outreach Chair
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Proposer: ML

Seconder: KM

Discussion:

CL: With the removal of the DUCK role, what would you replace it with me? Would you
replace with a normal committee member?

ML: The equivalent role will be selected and overseen by Outreach rather than DUCK. We
will have the same size committee, but split the roles into two parts. We will meet as one
committee regularly, but then if there is a need to meet separately, we can. The number of
committee members will remain the same.

CL: By equivalent role do you mean one that is focused on volunteering?

ML: Yes, but rather than working through DUSPO, looking for charities partnered and
contacting them directly.

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

Motion passed on a General Aye.

SWD Fund

This JCR Notes:

● There is no fund within the JCR that supports students with disability
● Support within the University for students with disabilities is often invasive, means

tested, and lengthy
● Administrative costs such as GP letters, postage, and printing can cause a significant

financial burden for students

This JCR believes

● The community of students with disabilities at Cuth’s deserve our continued support.
● Providing financial support for administrative costs will encourage students to access

support when needed
● The creation of a Student with Disabilities Fund is in the interest and welfare of

students at St Cuthbert’s Society JCR

This JCR Orders:
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1. The Students with Disabilities Fund
1.1. There shall exist a Students with Disabilities Fund with the aim of reimbursing

students for the cost of accessing support.
1.2. Suitable uses of the fund include but are not limited to costs such as printing,

postage, and GP letters.
1.3. The fund shall be overseen by the Students with Disabilities Officer and the

Finance and Compliance Officer.
1.3.1. Applications should be made to the Students with Disabilities Officer.
1.3.2. The Finance and Compliance Officer shall authorise anonymised

requests made by the Students with Disabilities Officer for use of the
fund.

1.4. Every effort should be made to maintain that the fund is not means tested and
ensure the anonymity of applicants to the fund.

This JCR Mandates:

● The FCO to update the Overall budget to reflect the provision of £100 per academic
for the Students with Disabilities Fund

Proposer: SS

Seconder: TAF

Discussion:

DB: Do you think £100 is adequate?

SS: We’re just trying it at the moment to see, we can review it later and see if we need more.

KM: Doesn’t matter if it needs to go over, no limit to things that are beneficial.

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

Motion passed on a General Aye

Social Comm Restructure

This JCR notes:
● The ball managers and Cuth’s Day Manager sit on social comm after having been elected
● The summer ball manager and cuths day manager do not join social comm until the very end

of epiphany term
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● Ball managers can be elected on theme ideas that are unrealistic and unachievable

This JCR believes:
● Social committee members often feel no ownership over the balls due to little say in the

theme and direction of the event
● The election of ball managers undermines the committee structure of social committee
● The creation of a Decs (decorations) Officer will allow for social comm members to

productively input ideas for the vision of the events
● Deciding the theme of events amongst the committee will result in better and more successful

balls

This JCR Repeals:
12.1 Social Committee
12.6 Michaelmas Ball Manager
12.7 Feast Manager
12.8 Summer Ball Manager
12.9 Cuth’s Day Manager

This JCR Orders:
12.1 There shall exist a Social Committee who shall have responsibility for the organisation,
advertisement, and running of social events throughout the year. These shall include, but not be
limited to, the Michaelmas Ball, the Feast of St. Cuthbert, the Summer Ball, and Cuth’s Day.
12.1.1. It shall consist of

1) Social Chair
2) President of the Society
3) Vice-President
4) Social Music Officer
5) Social publicity Officer
6) Social ents Officer
7) Social Decs Officer
8) 6x Social Committee Members
9) Formals Manager

12.1.2. Members of Social Committee may, at the discretion of the President and Social Chair, receive
up to 40% discounts on ticket prices for college events, on the premise that they are fulfilling their
Social Committee role adequately, and are involved in the setting up, organising or clearing up of the
event.
12.1.3. The ticket prices of Michaelmas Ball, The Feast of St Cuthbert, Summer Ball, and Cuth’s Day
shall include an additional £1 donation to charity. The charity that receives this donation shall be
determined through a vote within the JCR. This shall be overseen by Social Committee and Outreach
Committee.

12.4 Social Decorations Officer
12.4.1 Elected via: Method III
12.4.2 Their duties shall be to:
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1) Aid the Social Chair with a focus on organising decorations for social events,
2) Attend meetings of Social Committee and offer ideas and suggestions relating to upcoming
social events,
3) Assist with the preparation and organisation for social events, with a focus on organising
decorations for social events,
4) Attend event venues before and/or after events to assist with set-up and/or clear-up of
events.

12.4.3 Their overseer shall be the Social Chair.

Proposer: KM
Seconder: OS

Discussion:

ML: I get it’s tricky to work with someone outside, but isn’t it nice to have someone bringing
new ideas in? Opening it up to more people in the JCR?

KM: We can increase committee members to bring more ideas in? From feedback last year, it
didn’t really work that way with ball managers. Nice in theory but not in practise.

CL: With different managers, you can have a fresh theme that comes up externally from
social comm?

KM: We could collect a few theme ideas from within social comm and then do a strawpoll in
the next JCR meeting so others can have a say,

NH: We’ve had issues with accessibility with social comm events, is there a position to help
deal with that?

KM: Last year EW worked with the WCS Rep and discussed how we’d make it more
accessible with the Durham grant, can do similar things this year. Having social comm
meetings that aren;t so focused on crafts allow for communities comm reps to be invited
along and have them discussions. With electing ball managers, the next social comm is about
the crafts and we miss that opportunity.

MB: Any amendments?

KM: I would like to amend the motion so it is 9 social committee members rather than 6.

*Amendment passed on a vote*

DB: The four roles meant people who don’t want to commit for a whole year can get
involved.

AB: Isn’t the point of the motion that having people coming in and out is creating problems?

OS: Want to keep the sense of community.

KM: Social Comm is an intense committee, have craft weekends on top of meetings.
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AB: Is there a way to open craft weekend to everyone so that people can get involved in that
way?

SM: Art Soc used to do this and advertise it.

NH: Would it be possible to give committee members specific roles? Such As ‘Michaelmas
Ball committee member’?

KM: We’d need a strong enough committee at the start. By the end of summer term the
committee can be quite bloated when it;s too large, which ruins the productivity purely
because nobody takes ownership of their roles anymore and nobody leads.

NH: Might be too much work in the sense that you haven’t got one person responsible for the
event? When it’s the same people every time that could lead to burn out.

KM: With four officers in the committee, and one event per term, the workload isn’t too
much stress especially when people can prepare for the events at the beginning of the year?

AB: How about having the elections for all the managers at the beginning of the year but
social committee applications open?

KM: Might as well do a strawpoll then and have someone take the lead when it comes to it. If
more than one person has a vision we can take both ideas to a JCR meeting.

MB: Any amendments?

CL: If we’re going up to 9 members, then surely the extra 3 can be allocated to the events?

KM: Oppose, purely because doing events throughout the year helps people grow, assigning
people from the beginning won’t work as people will grow in confidence as the year goes on
and are more likely to go for it towards the end.

OD: That’s exactly the point of having a ball manager, I wasn’t so confident at the start and
wanted to get involved but at a later date.

KM: It will hinder the productivity of the committee.

MB: Any amendments?

CL: Allocating people to specific events.

MS: Would this be voted on within the committee?

CL: People express preference and then discretion of the chair.

MB: Vote for the amendment of allocating specific people to events.

*Amendment has passed*

MB: Any opposition to the motion?

NH: Big issue is that if the positions are elected at the start year, it gives people less of a
chance. It’s giving people less of a chance to come in, making it less inclusive.
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*Motion not passed*

Inaugural Address Motion

This JCR Notes:
● Despite previous efforts to educate our student body on some of the most pressing

issues of today, we are still facing the danger of letting two major areas of study
become extinct. Taylor Swift, and Musical Theatre.

● That although our former President highlighted the cultural and artistic impact of
Britney Spears, the JCR has not succeeded in becoming a ‘lot less toxic’, and so it’s
time to get rid of this bad blood and shake it off. This will allow our JCR to truly
become as cohesive and coherent as other Presidents before have strived to achieve.

● That St Cuthbert Society JCR can not and should not watch the Art of Musical
Theatre fall apart around us.

● That our President cannot and should not let the arts at St Cuthbert Society die, for
then we would be in grave danger of being ruled by those in Stem.

This JCR Believes
● That an informed discussion given by our current President on the extent to which

Taylor Swift’s role in CATS the musical has positively impacted St Cuthbert Society’s
JCR, would give light to these pressing issues. It would revitalise these areas of study
before they become something in only our wildest dreams. As a JCR we cannot let
musical theatre go out of style.

● That a rendition of ‘Memory’ in Spanglish by our current President would provide the
JCR with the sense of passion towards the Arts that needs to be seen to receive the
appropriate support to save it from becoming a dying area of study.

This JCR mandates
● The current President KM to give an inaugural address on the impact of Taylor

Swift’s role in CATS the Musical in the second JCR meeting of Michaelmas term
2022, in Spanglish.

Proposer: AB
Seconder: OS

*No questions*

MB: Any amendments?

MA: KM has to wear cat ears.

KM: I oppose.

MB: Let’s vote.

*Amendment passed*
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NH: and a tail.

KM: I oppose

MB: Vote

*Amendment has passed*

KM: Amendment to remove the addition of memory because I can’t sing

*Opposition from the floor*

MB: Let’s vote

*Amendment did not pass*

OS: Amendment, KM to have Dan and Phil style whiskers.

KM: I oppose, I’m allergic

*Amendment passes*

KM: You lot are ridiculous.

MB: Any opposition to the amended motion?

KM: Yes.

MB: Let’s vote

*Motion has passed*

Raffle !!!

Elections
JCR Chair

Candidates: SM, RON

SM: Hey Cuth’s, my name is Sarah and I’m just starting my PhD in the English Department. I am so
passionate about Cuth’s that I have come back to do my third degree here (as well as other reasons)
and would love to be your JCR Chair. I don’t want to dwell too much on previous experience as I’d
rather talk about what I would do as Chair. But I did want to talk about how I originally got involved
in the JCR, during my undergrad I didn’t go to any JCR meetings as I didn’t know what to expect or
what roles I would be suited for and I was intimidated. When I eventually went, it was only because
ArtSoc needed someone to represent them and the President and VP couldn’t go. I ended up running
for a position in that meeting on a whim and have been heavily involved in the JCR since, including
being on the exec twice, Art soc pres, and I was on GovComm because the first position I held was
JRO so I’ve always had a soft spot for the committee.
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If elected chair, my main priority would be to create a number of resources breaking down aspects of
our governance. We already have a number of resources on the website which breakdown election
guidance – and I have used them extensively this last week – however I would love there to be
something equivalent for motions. For example, how to write different types of motions (e.g., creating
a society, budgets etc…), a resource bank of examples of previous motions, and create visual graphics
to illustrate the proceedings of a JCR meeting. Therefore, no matter when someone wants to get
involved in the JCR, they can easily understand our processes without having to study the standing
orders extensively. Alongside this, I would like to continue a number of initiatives that previous chairs
have implemented including: working with minority reps, organising the annual JCR survey, include
short summaries of motions, holding drop-in sessions, and sharing best practice with other Chairs
across Durham.

My manifesto goes into all my ideas in more detail so please do read it if you want to find out more.
Thank you for listening and happy to answer any questions.

KM: What is your least favourite standing order and why?

SM: The one where PGM president has it’s old name.

JS: What is your favourite type of chair?

SM: Reclining Chair

LJ: Favourite standing order?

SM: Optional standing order! The one where the stool has to check the laundry room for
bombs.

AF: Main part of the job is running the meetings, how will you make sure it is accessible for
those who don’t have roles?

SM: Plan to continue a number of initiatives before, drop ins, making sure I am visible on
social media. I’m a post grad so I’m sure I could get in there and have other people come. I’ll
make sure it sounds appealing. I’ll put the fun into JCR meetings as it’s hard to make
governance sound fun.

SMu: Would you adopt the use of non-gendered language in the standing orders?

MB: Chair isn’t allowed to submit or mass motions.

MA: Would you have to go through every standing order and put it in a motion?

KM: You can use ‘this JCR mandates…chair to remove all use of gendered language.’

Formals Manager (II)

*No candidates*

Michaelmas Ball Manager (II)
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Candidates, PB, IM (running in absentia), RON

PB: My idea for the ball is the regency period- think bridgerton, Jane Austen, decorantence,
lavish event. Beamish hall lends itself to this theme, think feathers, diamond pearls, silk
floors. Step back in time to one of the events. String quartet, prosecco with strawberry in the
glass. Can also name a Cuth’s student the diamond of michaelmas ball through social comm
or vote. I will value teamwork and communication above all else.

IM: (Read by KM): Hi guys, I’m Izzy and I’m interested in running for Michaelmas Ball
manager. Last year I was in social committee and loved it. I helped organise three balls,
Cuths day and smaller events such as Oktoberfest. Even though I was primarily involved in
the more artistic side of these events such as the design of wristbands, social media
advertisements, and decorations, I would love to be able to show my skills in the more
organisational side of the operation. I have been thinking about how to theme the ball for a
while now and think Moulin Rouge would be a great theme. Although there could be
crossover with the colour scheme of the last ball, I think this theme would offer great
opportunities for different ents and theming. I’m thinking dancers with feathers, shot persons,
burlesque singers, swing/jazz bands, and mini golf (think of the windmill.) Red, gold, and
silver colour themes with feather boas, glitter, top hats, and the famous windmill would be
some of the aspects of the decorations. Also, it would mean that Tim from production
wouldn’t have to change his red and black feathered table centre pieces which seem to be
unavoidable and a main feature of every ball Cuths/Durham run. I’m really passionate about
social comm and truly believe that Michaelmas ball should be fun, festive and memorable,
especially as it’s the first ball that the new fresh get to experience. Thank you for listening
and I’m really sorry I can’t make it tonight (tesco pay me better than cuths do 😢.)

*No questions*

PB elected

Stool (II)

Candidates: PT, RON

PT: I have a deep appreciation for all the members of the society, and I’d love the opportunity
to get more involved. Would do my best to support the chaie and make sure JCR meetings are
ran smoothly. Want to get a deeper understanding of how meetings are run, Govcomm will
take me in that direction.

KM: Do your best impression of a stool.

PT: Someone sit on me.

MS sits on PT

LJ: Qualities you look for in a stool?

PT: portable, relatively small or it becomes a chair
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MS: Dream raffle price?

PT: Unsure

MK: Would you follow optional order and check laundry room for bombs?

PT: Yes, very serious matter.

NH: What if you found a bomb?

PT: I’ve heard red wire is the one to cut.

MB: Let’s vote.

PT elected.

JRO x3 (II)

Candidates: CL, LA, WS, RON.

LA: This is a last ditch effort to regain credibility I lost at the silent disco. I am really good at
blue-taking, I watch scandal so know how to run an election. I want to be involved in the JCR
because you’re all quite nice, friends with lib dems, and like being neutral. I love a JCR
meeting, little bit pissed, but want to be pissed with something to do.

CL: Running because governance is a really important part of the JCR, clear there is a lack of
focus and needs to be a change in the standing orders. Needs to be a change so it is easier to
make clear decisions in our JCR and I want to make this possible.

WS: I went to every JCR meeting last year. I love the JCR. Whatever it is the role wants me
to do, I’ll do. I like making posters. Shout out to everyone in the audience. JCR meetings,
great place. Have fun. Keep tradition going. Don’t leave because you hate the JCR. Lots of
people love the JCR.

PB: What else could JRO stand for?

CL: Just relying other. Not sure why. But that.

WS: Jane’s rock and roll odditorium.

LA: Jizz, Roadmen, Orgasm.

NH: The way method two elections for assistant reps are run aren;t always sustainable as they
aren’t accessible to them. How would you guys try and fix it and make meetings more
accessible for people?

WS: Cash raffle. To get people to participate they need to know it does something. In my first
year, I didn’t know what any of the roles did. Still don’t really. If we get some bullet points
around accommodation so people are like ‘Oh hey, I wanna do this. let me go to the JCR.’

LA: Utilising AF as publicity officer. KM can buy them frogs.
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CL: Difficult question and one that needs addressing. Unfortunately people don’t always feel
welcome in the JCR so something needs to change. Will be very loaded but progress can be
made there.

DS: In the standing orders, the JRO’s role is to replace stool when unavailable. How do you
feel about working closer with the chair as opposed to SRO?

LA: Love a chair, love the SRO. I won’t tell DS if I like him, the new headsets are really
good.

CL: Happy to work with anyone, learning new responsibilities are completely fine.

WS: Keep my head down, do what I’m told. Not sure what the wrong answer is to this
question- No I refuse to work with them?

KM: What does good governance mean to you?

CL: Inclusion of all within policies. Making sure everyone feels welcome in our standing
orders and the way the meetings are run.

WS: Voting on things as easy as possible so as many people can get a perspective in, not one
person or group can run something.

LA: Every candidate I’ve supported as lost. Didn’t know what JCR meant. Governance in a
scary word. Not sure I could spell it.

MA: What’s your favourite government?

WS: I met my mayor in my town. I went to his BBQ. He does an okay job. I’m not very
political but if a guy has a good BBQ.

LA: Kelly Clarkson show, whoever runs that.

CL: Most governments are pieces of shit. So we can move on from that.

MB: Everyone gets three votes.

CL, LA, WS are elected.

SU Committee Member x3 (II)

*No Candidates*
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